Abstract. New algorithm has been offered to divide a concentration complex of reciprocal system for the subsystems. It is based on the relations between the number of complex polyhedron vertexes and resulting number of simplexes. Method is demonstrated on the quaternary systems. It is easy realized in the software, and is very effective in the cases with inner points (compounds) and with the competition of inner diagonals.
. Polyhedration of the quaternary reciprocal systems: K,Ca,Na||NO 3 ,Cl -with two binary and a ternary compounds; Na,K||MoO 4 ,WO 4 ,F -with solid solutions. The system Na,К||MoO 4 ,WO 4 ,F ( Fig. 1) 8 x 9 x 10 of solid solutions [1] . 
ZK Algorithm limitations
Algorithm can not divide the polyhedron with inner points [2, 6, 7] and with competition of inner diagonals and planes. For instance, two variants of polyhedration in the quaternary reciprocal system with a binary compound x 7 in the ternary system x 4 x 5 x 6 ( Fig. 2, left) are possible because of competition between the diagonal x 3 x 7 and the plane x 2 x 4 x 6 . Polyhedration gives two tetrahedrons in both cases and two or three additional tetrahedrons. But the ZK Algorithm fulfills the only polyhedration by the plane x 2 x 4 x 6 . If to write in the adjacency matrix r 3 r 7 =1, then the ZK Algorithm gives, except 2 common tetrahedrons, a micro-complex x 2 x 3 x 4 x 6 x 7 only. Analogously, the ZK Algorithm in the system with two binary compounds x 7 and x 8 in the ternary system х 1 х 2 х 3 ( Fig. 2 , right) from 3 probable variants (without inner diagonal or with one of two diagonals, х 4 х 8 or х 6 х 7 ) identifies the only variant without diagonal.
Topological rules for A,B,C||X,Y polyhedrons
If to present a trigonal prism of the quaternary reciprocal system A,B||X,Y,Z (or A,B,С||X,Y) as a graph and to describe it by the adjacency matrix, then for V vertexes of the graph and J its joinings (connections) their numbers are equal to: V=V 0 +V E +V F +V I and J=J E +J F +J I ,
(1) where V 0 are the original vertexes of the trigonal prism A,B||X,Y,Z, V E -points (binary compounds) on its Edges, J E -Edges (or their fragments -binary systems without compounds); V F are points (ternary compounds) on Faces, J F -diagonals on Faces, S F -2D Simplexes (triangles) on Faces; V I are points (quaternary compounds) Inside the prism, J I -Inner diagonals, S I -Inner diagonal planes (2D simplexes), Т -3D simplexes or Tetrahedrons. As an original trigonal prism of a quaternary reciprocal system has V 0 =6 vertexes, J E =9 edges and five faces (two triangles and three squares), then its edges are divided by V E points to J E =9+V E segments (simple binary systems). Numbers of diagonals (J F ) and simplexes (S F ) on faces, inner 2D planes-simplexes (S I ) and 3D tetrahedronssimplexes (T) are expressed [6, 7] as):
(2) So, to define the quantity of tetrahedrons-simplexes T and inner planes S I in advance, it is enough to know the numbers of binary V E , ternary V F , quaternary V I compounds and inner diagonals J I .
New algorithm of polyhedration
Because of ZK Algorithm shortcomings, the New Algorithm has been elaborated. In contrast to the ZK Algorithm the new one works with "1" elements of the adjacency matrix. It consists of three steps: 1) All connections x i x j , including all possible inner diagonals (lines, connecting every binary compound of both triangular faces of the prism with opposite vertexes), are written; 2) All possible planes x i x j x k of three types are formed: S F planes on faces, S I * inner planes without inner diagonals on their sides and S I ** inner planes, connected with possible inner diagonals. (Fig. 3) . As any binary compound on the side of a ternary system (excluding the common edges of two reciprocal systems) should be connected with opposite vertexes of the prism, then the compound x 7 =D 1 =LiBaF 3 SO 4 may be connected with vertexes х 4 , х 8 , х 9 , х 10 , and х 9 -with х 3 , x 7 , and х 10 -with х 2 , x 7 (Fig. 3) . Inner diagonals must not be intersected inside the prism, so it is necessary to enquire all possible variants of their intersections (analytically, by the resolving of corresponding equations) and then to analyze them. Results of types "inner cross-section exists" ("+") or "it is absent" ("−") are in the 7 x 10 have a common point х 7 , lines х 2 х 10 and х 7 х 10 -common point х 10 , lines x 3 х 9 and х 7 х 9 -common point х 9 , but the inner intersections on the faces or inside the prism are prohibited). 
1+5+3+3+2=14=14
As the system has P E =4 binary compounds (х 7 , х 9 , х 10 are on the upper triangular face of the prism, х 8 is on its vertical edge), then, according to formulas (2) :
, numbers of inner diagonals J I (х 2 х 10 , х 3 х 9 , х 7 х 4 , х 7 х 8 , х 7 х 9 and х 7 х 10 ) may vary from 0 to 6, inner planes S I =2+P E +2J I from 6 at J I =0 to 18 at J I =6, 3D simplexes T=3+P E +J I from 7 at J I =0 to 13 at J I =6.
Step =20 planes with six different inner diagonals: х 2 х 10 (х 2 х 4 х 10 , х 2 х 6 х 10 , х 2 х 7 х 10 , х 2 х 9 х 10 ), х 3 х 9 (х 3 х 4 х 9 , х 3 х 6 х 9 , х 3 х 7 х 9 , х 3 х 9 х 10 ), х 4 х 7 (х 2 х 4 х 7 , х 3 х 4 х 7 , х 4 х 7 х 8 , х 4 х 7 х 9 , х 4 х 7 х 10 ), х 7 х 8 (х 1 х 7 х 8 , х 2 х 7 х 8 , х 3 х 7 х 8 ), х 7 х 9 (х 2 х 7 х 9 , х 6 х 7 х 9 , х 7 х 9 х 10 ), х 7 х 10 (х 3 х 7 х 10 , х 6 х 7 х 10 ).
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Step 3: variants of polyhedration with 4 inner diagonals can be realized. The inner plane х 2 х 6 х 9 and S F =16 planes on faces together with S I =2+P E +2J I =14 inner planes at J I =4 diagonals produce T=3+P E +J I =11 (Р E =J I =4) tetrahedrons (Fig. 6 ): -a tetrahedron х 2 х 5 х 6 х 9 -without inner diagonals; -4 tetrahedrons х 1 х 2 х 7 х 8 , х 1 х 3 х 7 х 8 , х 2 х 4 х 7 х 8 , х 3 х 4 х 7 х 8 , produced by diagonals х 4 х 7 +х 7 х 8 ; -6 tetrahedrons (on dependence of a choice of second pair of diagonals).
Conclusions

1)
Software, based by the ZK Algorithm [4, 5] , had been elaborated. It consists of four steps: -to represent n-component system as a graph, -to record the adjacency list with the adjacency matrix zero elements, -to multiply the adjacency list elements accounting the absorption law, -to fulfill inversion; -to sort out all possible polyhedration variants and to drop the ones, non-real geometrically or non-supported by experiment. Systems with solid solutions requires additional virtual diagonals. Polyhedration with inner isolated points is fulfilled in two stages: without inner points at first and with inner points in micro-complexes.
2) Interrelations between the number of inner diagonal planes and simplexes on the one hand and non-zero elements of the adjacency matrix on the other hand had been got. They are very useful for the original data and program output verification and give a possibility to estimate the polyhedration result a priory.
3) The New Algorithm has been elaborated. It may be applied for polyhedration of quaternary and more complex multicomponent systems (including the reciprocal ones) and it is able to identify all variants of polyhedration, including situations, when the ZK Algorithm can not "recognize" some simplexes.
4) Topological Rules embrace interrelations between all geometrical elements of polyhedron, including its binary, ternary subsystems and binary, ternary, quaternary compounds (systems with quaternary compounds were not yet analyzed).
